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Eton profs stripped of personnel rights
11,
By Phil Trounstine
Tenured professors in the Economics
Departnient Friday were stripped of
the right to participate in departmental
personnel matters.
The faculty, for an indefinited period
of time, will have no voice in hiring,
firing, recruitment, promotions,
reviews or other personnel committee
functions within the department.
Spartan Daily reporters were ordered to leave the meeting Friday
between Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns and professors of the
Economics Departmnet.
The reporters were told by Dr. James
Sawrey, dean of social sciences, the
meeting was to discuss "personnel
matters." Normally, such matters are
executive sessions, closed to the press
under California’s Brown Act.
Subsequent to the meeting, the Daily
determined the meeting was not a
personnel meeting at all.
The information about the meeting
itself, therefore, had to garnered from
sources within the department after the
meeting. The sources insisted their
names not be disclosed because of
possible reprisals from the university
administration.
The economics faculty was informed
of SJSU President John H. Bunzel’s
decision ill a closed-door meeting.
Acting Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns represclitetl Bunzel at the
meeting.
Bunzel said the action was necessary
because the department has been
beset by severe internal difficulties in
the exercise of its responsibilities."
Bunzel stated his reasons for the
action yesterday in a letter to all
members of the university faculty.
The internal difficulties to which
Bunzel referred were a series of
departmental struggles last year over
the appointment of the department
chairman and hiring, retention and
promotion of faculty.
Accredititation cited
Also cited by Bunzel was an accredition report on SJSU by the Far
Western Association of Schools and
Colleges which concluded, "The
has
situation
departmental
deteriorated to such a degree that the
quality of the educational program is
now in jeopardy."
The decision by Bunzel, conveyed
Friday to the economics professors by
Academic Vice President Hobert

Burns, was termed the destruction of
academic freedom" by several tenured
economics professors.
Those professors revealed their
version of the events inside the
department only with a promise of
confidentiality. They said they feared
administrative reprisals if their names
became known.
Committee formed
The department will be governed by a
six -person executive committee,
headed by Economics Deartment
Chairman Dr. James Willis. The
committee will make all departmental
personnel decisions until such time as
Bunzel has been assured the department
"is able to reassume the
management of its affairs in a
responsible, professional manner."
Bunzel’s statement explained, "We
have not taken this for light or transient
reasons. We are aware that the
remedial action is powerful medicine,
although not the most potent
available,"
"We were told to do our teaching,
research, advisement and professional
activities and to seek to remove conflicts," one professor said.
Administration blamed
Economics Department sources
maintain that the trouble was brought
on by the administration itself when it
demanded that the Faculty Personnel
Committee consider reappointment of
Willis as department chairman.
Normal procedure, sources said,
would have been for voting faculty
members in the department to
recommend a chairman. But though
there was a series of votes, all of which
Willis lost and Dr. Martin Primack
won, the administration still appointed
Willis to the post, sources reported.
Economics professor Primack
received a "substantial majority,"
sources reported over the weekend and
Willis was still appointed chairman,
even though he had said another name
should be forwarded to the president if
he himself did not receive an "overwhelming majority."
Several economics instructors who
voted against Willis were fired from
their positions with the university later
that year.
Economics professor Dr. James
O’Connor, on leave from SJSU at the
University of Wisconsin, sent a
mailgram to Burns in protest.
"How can you legitimate firing young
economists with good to outstanding

teaching records, path breaking PhD
dissertations finished or in progress
and 100 per cent support from
students?" asked O’Connor.
He called the firings an "attack on
cirtical thought and democratic norms
in the Economics Department."
Policies questioned
Another point of contention, sources
reported, was the process and decisions
to hire new faculty members and fire
others.
Dr. Willis insisted the faculty should
give him a list from which he would hire
faculty members. This was, according
to sources, a break with departmental
policy wherein the personnel committee made recommendations to the
dean.
The committee instead recommended retention of its current faculty
and the hiring of newteachers for spcific needs, sources reported.
The committee’s recommendations
were largely ignored and the administration hired new faculty,
sources charged.
Conflict arises
Conflict also arose when the administration overturned the recommendations of the department’s
promotions committee that Dr. Marvin
Snowbarger be denied promotion from
associate to full professor, sources said.
When the question of Snowbarger’s
appointment came to the University
Promotion Committee, it found that not
only should Snowbarger be promoted,
but that the entire Economics
Department should be disenfranchised.
Confronted with what he considered
"extraordinary and unprecedented
circumstances," Bunzel assigned a
review of the Economics Department
by a special faculty committee.
"It was a star chamber," one
economics professor protested. "There
was no right of examination, cross
examination, inspection statements or
even verbal presentations. We don’t
even know what data they used to make
their recommendations."
Disenfranchisement recommended
The review committee, accepting
only written testimony from the
economics professors, concluded the
faculty should be disenfranchised and
its affairs governed by an outside
committee.
Willis refused yesterday to comment
on the performance of the review
committee but did offer his hope that
the disenfranchisement "has the
potential to exert a positive influence on

the department."
Willis said he did not think the action
was a threat to academic freedom.
"The department is part of the
university community, and the question
of collegial government really has to do
with the university community. If some
parts of it are defficient in their performance, then some other kind of
faculty consultation has to be
provided," Willis said.
Additional assesment
But various professors had another
assesment of the administration’s takeover of departmental affairs.
This is as old as the hills," one
professor said. "First they create a
conflict and then in order to relieve the
tension they take administrative
control."
He called it a "fascist tactic" comparable to the experience of Chile,
Brazil and Nazi Germany.
Both Bunzel and Burns refused to
answer questions from the Spartan
Daily. Burns said all inquiries should be
made to the president and Bunzel
refused to discuss the matter. He said
his statement to the faculty included all
he had to say on the subject.
rhis is the destruction of academic
freedom," one professor charged. "It’s
comparable to the destruction of
democratic activity because the
essence of democratic decision-making
is the conflict of ideas. They the administration) are attempting to remove
the conflict of ideas."
Asked whether he though the action
was a good thing for academic freedom
in the Economics Department, Dean
James Sawrey said, "I certainly do. If I
didn’t I wouldn’t go along with it."
Several professors expressed the
belief that the action is representative
of the way in which administration
decision-making will be accomplished
at SJSU in the future.
Measure, "extraordinary"
But Sawrey insisted the move was
"an extraordinary measure, not a usual
one." He said he didn’t believe it would
be used for other departments.
The executive committee that will
control personnt decisions for the
Economics Department include: Dr.
Donald Anthrop (Environmental
Studies). Dr. Theodore Benedict
Speecn Communication), Dr. Edgar
Hornigh ( History), Dr. Dean Cresap
( Political Science), Dr. Robert Hicks
)Psychology), and Dr. Lois Lindberg
( Biological Sciences.

Aftermath of new registration

Unplanned bugs creep into CAR
"Computer Assisted Registration
CAR) worked well, but there are some
bugs," said Doris Cutting, occupational
therapy department chairwoman.
"The bugs" included long add-drop
lines, ignoring students’ time priorities,
non participation, lack of resources,
misunderstandings on how to code
classes and conflicts with departmental
procedures.
Assistant Registrar Ed Jain
projected about 50,000 add -drop
transactions this semester.
The Registrar’s Office which handles
adds and drops recently hired seven

temporary personnel to aid processing
the influx of add-drop forms.
Last semester there were 12,000 official add-drop transactions.
CAR Director Scott Anderson, noted,
these official adds and drops exclude
those unofficial ones made during the
grace period of the arena system.
During the grace period after the
arena registration, a student could add
a class by picking up an IBM card at the
desired class if there was space or
could drop aclass by turning in or
destroying the IBM card.
Dr. James Willis, economics

Webster resigns
as A.S. treasurer
Dorothy Webster, A.S. treasurer who was the center of controversy during last
year’s elections, resigned last week.
A(cording to her resignation letter, Webster sighted her reason for quitting her
office as "the duties of my job as office manager at Joseph Magnin have increased
and have made a meaningful conunittrnent to student government impossible."
A.S. President John Rico said Webster dedicated to doing a complete job as
treasurer.. When she found that she could not do the job to her satisfaction, Rico
said. shedet.4,d to resign and let someone else, with more time to do the job
properly.
Webster became embroiled in controversy during the A.S. elections last May
when presidental candidate Dave Pacheco challenged her eligibility to run for
treasurer.
Farley, were disqualified for not
Two other candidates, Fred Atton and Al
election, a requirement of the
having completed 14 units in the year prior to the
election regulations.
Webster had received only nine units in the year prior to election because she
of school for medical reasons.
had to drop out
election to the office of treasurer, Executive Vice President
Two days after her
Burton K. Brazil ruled that she was qualified to run for the office.
candiadate for the
Stephanie Dean is, acting treasurer. Rico will nominate a
must approve the nomination.
position A.S. Council

department chairman said the long
add-drop lines were an indication of
general student dissatisfaction with the
initial schedules.
"I got the classes I wanted, but riot at
the times I’m available to go to school,"
was the complaint Chairman Roy
Young of the political science department heard the most from students
adding and dropping classes.
Since there were two CAR formsone
to indicate class preference and
another to show time conflictsthere
was a natural tendency for one form to
get lost or ignorned, explained the CAR
director.
Changes due
Next semester the two forms will be
incorporated into one to avoid this
inclination, promised Anderson.
"CAR means VAR )Year Around
Registration) for faculty members,"
said Gerald Wheeler, history department chairman.
Another change next semester will be
to move CAR up earlier in the
semester, so preparation for finals do
not discourage or interfere with
students registering, according to
Anderson.
Approximately 6,000 students did not
register with CAR at the end of last
semester.
About 25 per cent of industrial studies
students did not register with CAR,
reported Chairman Ralph Norman.
Norman did commend CAR for
"calling attention to students wants."
Absenteeism in classes
The average 15 per cent absenteeism
in history classes on the first day of
classes left Chairman Gerald Wheeler
of the history department "skeptical of
how well CAR was catering to student
wants."
"CAR will show the demand and the

university will provide the resources is
the theory," capsulized Chairmbn
Dennis Brown of the journalism
department.
Since departments submitted their
majors’ class requests last April there
was more time and flexibility for
schedule revision, explained the CAR
director.
"But you have to have the resources," noted Brown.
No resources
As students who had not registered at
the end of last semester came to sign
up, open new class sections were not
open despite long waiting lists.
Diane Joiner, sophomore dance
major, did not get any of the classes she
wanted.
Still, she said she liked the new
system because "it’s better than
standing in line from 6 a.m. until 3
p.m."
"Many of the bugs can be ironed out
by learning how to code classes and
feed information into the computer,"
suggested Chairwoman Cutting.
Coding a series of classes with the
same number resulted in incomplete
schedules Coi many.
Prerequisites needed
For example, if a student tried to sign
up for two art history classeslisted
under the same number despite the fact
that each covered a distinct art period
CAR would automatically drop one
because a student can not take
duplicate courses.
Dr. Robert E. Jonk, assistant
academic dean of the engineering
department, said many students were
scheduled for lecture classes without
the necessary labs, and vice versa.
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Economics professor Dave Landes protests dismissal

S.J. council kills
stadium expansion
By Phil Trounstine
A 10-year drive by local sports fans to
rebuild and expand SJSU’s Spartan
Stadium died this summer as the San
Jose City Council rejected construction
bids and laid the stadium authority to
rest.
Inflation had pushed construction
costs to more than $11 million$3
million higher than the city and
university had agreed could be raised
in revenue bonds.
The university -city plan was to create
a joint powers authority - a sort of third
governmental body - to run the stadium
for 25 years.
During that time San Jose would
lease the stadium from the authority
and pay off the lease with revenues
collected at football, soccer and
baseball games.
Lease to revert
At the end of the lease term, the
stadium would revert in ownership to
the university, thereby giving SJSU a
modern 38,000 -seat stadium. The
stadium presently seats only about
17,50o spectators.
But when the lowest submitted
construction bid meant the city would
have to put in an additional $3 million
from its general funds, the council
backed away from the project.
Over the objections of the Santa Clara
Valley Coalition and scores of other
citizens groups, the council at its July
30 meeting gave the stadium authority
two weeks in which to find the $3 million
or alternative means for funding the
project.
Authority chairman Arthur K. Lund
sought personal donations and state
university funding while bond counsel
researched the feasibility of general
obligation bonds.
Changes discussed
SJSU Executive Vice President
Burton Brazil, in charge of thi
university while SJSU President John
Bunzel was on vacation, met with
members of the Spartan Foundation to
discuss scaled-down expansion plans.
The deadline for accepting or
rejecting bids arrived, no money had
been raised and other means of
financing the project had been ruled
impracticable or illegal.
The council, returning from its
summer vacation on Aug. 20, voted 641
to reject the construction bids. Councilman Jim Self, an SJSU employee,
abstained from the vote as he had done
throughout the issue.
Council members agreed San Jose
simply could not afford to sink money

into the stadium in the face of badly
needed services.
Plan costly
"It’s like a family that can’t feed
itself all month long and then goes out
and buys a Cadillac," said Councilman
Roy Naylor.
Although City Attorney Peter Stone
termed the Spartan Stadium expansion
project a "dead duck," at least one
councilman suggested continued efforts
to establis,1 a sports facility for San
Jose.
"I think we do need a stadium and it
may be possible for someone to come
up with land for the city," said Naylor.
"Then, with a vote of the people, it
might have a chance of passing."
As for Spartan Stadium itself, Jim
Noah, SJSU public relations officer,
indicated the university would continue
to study’ scaled-down renovation plans
to SJSU’s sports facility.

Delay in
Daily aid
No discussion of additional budget
allocations to the Spartan Daily will
take place for several weeks, according
to a spokeswoman for the AS.Council.
Lee Smaus, A.S. public information
officer, said the council will consider
the special allocations to the Daily
following the resolution of another
budgetary matter --specifically, the
allocation of $39,000 to the grants-in-aid
account.
The question of special allocations
arose last Thursday when Daily advisers and editors announced that the
campus newpaper would be published
only four days a week due to increased
operating costs.
Daily spokesman also noted that
despite the reduced publishing
schedule, the newspaper might run out
of funds during the spring semester.
They projected a $3,400 deficit for the
1974-75 school year utilizing the fourday schedule.
Smaus indicated the council will first
consider the $3,400 deficit to assure that
the paper finishes the year on the four’
dayschedule.
She added the council may consider
later approximately $10,000 needed for
the Daily to resume its traditional fiveday per week schedule.
A.S. provides funds for the school
newspaper on a subscription basis
approximately $1 per student per year.
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Editorial

Daily wants five-day paper
Unfortunately the question Who
runs the Spartan Daily?" has ciglie
up again-too early in the semester.
Last semester the issue was the
editorial page policy. This time the
issue is more basic and crucial-a
four-day -a -week publication instead of a five-day one.
In this instance it is difficult to
place blame. The rising cost of
newsprint will remain an elusive
by-product of inflation-hardly a
target for the Spartan Daily.
Although the editor, sub-editors
and staff were not consulted prior
to the decision to reduce the
number of publication days, it
would now prove futile to scream
about "arbitrary decisions."
The real issue is money and
stddent body support. They go
hand in hand.

The Spartan Daily wants a fiveday newspaper. The Spartan Daily
needs a five-day newspaper. But to
achieve this the newspaper needs
support. And in this case, support
hopefully means money.
It is acknowledged that the Daily
can not adequately cover the
campus with only a four-day
schedule --limited
publication
space and publication time will not
allow it.
In addition, members of the
Daily staff will also suffer. With the
cutback, reporters will no longer
fully experience the pressure and
atmosphere of a daily professional
newspaper. This will not only affect the quality of journalists

Daily Forum
Vol. 63

graduating from SJSU, but it will
greatly alter the professional
auality of the Spartan Daily
John Rico, A.S. president, has
suggested alternative funds -special allocations-but other than
Rico’s concern for the reduced
schedule there has been little
campus reaction. How do SJSU
students feel? Is there satisfaction
with a four -day paper? Last
semester there were objections to a
possible four-day publication. Now
the possibility is reality and there
are few protesting voices.
The Spartan Daily, by technical
definition, will still be a
"daily"although published only
lour days a week. But perhaps
truthfully it should be called the
Spartan four-times-a-week or the
Spartan-once-in-a -while.
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Editorial

CAR "success’ questioned
According to the director of
Comnuter Assisted Registration
(CAR), Scott Anderson, the newly
instituted computer system of
registration was "77 per cent
successful."
But just what is "success?".
Does it mean that 77 per cent of the
students who enrolled with the aid
of CAR received 100 per cent of
their requested classes? Hardly.
It means only that the computer
was able to spit out enough
"alternate selections" to insure
that 77 per cent of SJSU’s students
received enough scheduled units to
require them to pay the $92 fee.
Success then was marked in
dollars and cents and not in the
number of satisfied students.
Take one SJSU student for
example. This student is known to
the computer only as 491,54-9825.
Although 491-54-9825 enrolled in
and requested 16 class units on the
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computer registration form he
received only 13 of those units.
He still had to pay the same $92
for the abbreviated schedule and
was left to fend for himself at walkthrough registration in hopes of
acquiring his needed class.
Would you believe 491-54-9825
was termed a CAR "success."
But a reduction in requested
units was only the beggining of 49154-9825’s "success."
Last spring he had "correctly"
enrolled for a certain psychology
course. Placing his faith and future
in the almighty computer he
marked in the appropriate blanks
corresponding to the code numbers
in the schedule of classes.
Clean and simple, right? Wrong.
The number in the catalog was
incorrect and 491-54-9825 was
placed in a psychology course he
had absolutely no interest in.
And once again the computer
branded him a "success."
But our beloved CAR wasn’t
quite finished with the "success"of
491-54-9825.
In a typical move the computer
issued the ultimatum that a
journalism class 491-54-9825 had
enrolled in was filled to capacity
and thus closed to him. But the
computer did "its" thing and
miraculously "scanned" the
remaining courses to insure 491-549825 an alternate selection.
This was, in theory, a blessing
but in reality a disaster
The "alternate" course the
computer selected was not a three
unit course like the one 491-54-9825
had requested but was a course

which offered only one unit.
Although the computer "scanned"an alternate class it failed to
make any distinction between the
one unit course and the three unit
course on 491-54-9825’s schedule
and fees due card. Thus he wound
up paying for 13 units when he
should have only been paying for
11.
To be ripped-off by another individual is bad enough but to be
ripped-off by a mad-ling is a
disgrace.
Surely 491-54-9825’s problems are
not all unique and there are more
likely than not thousands of
unhappy, dissatisfied "successes"
walking around campus trying
desperately to rectify their
muddled schedules.
Even though CAR has undoubtedly thrown many students
Into a panic, the new system of
registering by computer is a
definite improvement over the
walk-through
system
of
registration used by the university
in the past.
Now the only thing that remains
is for the operators and controllers
of CAR to face the fact that their
damn computer is not the end
answer to registration.
Before any of the problems CAR
has created can be remedied, those
in charge must first admit the
computer’s failings.
The students of SJSU need CAR.
What they don’t need is a
bureaucracy that calls a student
with scheduling problems like
those of 491-54-9825 a "success."

Editorial
Nixon vs. justice
Nixnn an average citizen who lived in the White
President Gerald Ford dropped a bombshell on the
Congress and the nation last weekend as he gave House at one time, gets off without an indictment, a
former president Richard M. Nixon a full and absolute trial or even an investigation to determine the extent
pardon for any and all the crimes he may have of his involvment in Watergate.
That’s justice?
committed during his administration.
Ford made the move although many of the national
In George Orwell’s "Animal Farm," there is a quote
pollsters reported a niajority of Americans wanted Co which humoi ized the conditions of the U.S.S.R. under
see the former president on trial.
its communistic leadership.
It makes one wonder what -justice under law"
"All animals are equal, but some are more equal
really means.
If an average citizen tried to do what Nixon is than others."
The quote isn’t so funny when one applies it to this
suspected of doing, he would be spending an awful
latest series of events.
long time in a federal prison.

Write us
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inletters from those who care, on or
ches or about 500 words, typed on a
55-space line.
off campus.
The Spartan Daily encourages

The editor and forum page edito
will accept letters for publicatiol
in the Spartan Daily office 12:30 ti
4:30 p.m. daily.
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Linda Sedlar

k&11 Zifivitth
Judy Poolosky

Prof. Roger Muzzy

Rose Bankhead

Barbara Baker

Reaction split on cut in Daily publication
Due to a sharp increase in the
cost of newsprint, this semester
The Spartan Dialy will tentatively
publish four days a week rather
than the traditional five.
Seventeen persons on campus
were asked their opinions of the
cut-back, Five were against the
cut-back, four agreed with it and
the remaining eight had not formed
opinions.
Linda
Sedlar,
freshman,
sociology major: "I’m not used to
having a paper even once a week.
Four days is okay with me. I’m just

out of high school and there we only prices have ;hot up the last few
Barbara Baker , sophomore,
got a newspaper once a month." years. We all .;iist have to live with German and Art History major:
Rose Bankhead, junior, social it."
"Maybe a nice weekly newspaper
science major: "I think it is imMary Bender, senior, psychology would be better than a daily or four
portant to the student body to have major: "I think the cutback is days-a -week publication. So many
a newspaper every day. Some better. It’s a waste of paper. When of the papers get thrown all over
students are not on campus every people start picking up dog pooh the gi ound."
day and will miss out on news with the paper, you know it’s a
Dean Bistolofo, sophomore,
completly. I’m a transfer student waste. Lots gets by-passed if you accountion major: "The Daily is
doing its part for the paper shorand at my previous school it was publish too often also."
graduate tage. Perhaps the paper could have
very important to read the paper."
Judy
Poolosky,
Dr. William McBain, psychology student, music: I don’t like the cut- been shortened and continued to
department: "Inflation is hitting back at all. A university of this size run five days a week, but I guess
the Spartan Daily like it’s hitting needs representation of a that would have lowered the
quality."
everyone else. I can’t believe how newspaper five days a week.

Roger Muzzy, prof. music
department: "You have to place
the blame where it belongs. It’s not
the journalism department’s fault.
The blame belongs on the ASB
student government. It is not
representing the majority of the
students.
John Nadalin, senior, advertising major: "I’m against it. It
should be published at least five
days a week. The student body
should have more control over the
funding and budgeting."

Fred Hudson,
community
member: "I think the cutback is
good. If you don’t get the news
every day it will just build up. The
people won’t be less informed.
They will just II:we to catch up."
Trinie Gamica, senior, biological
science major: It’s too bad the
paper is being cut-back. The times
I read it liked it. Now the students
will be less informed. But outside
of raising tuition, I don’t know
where additional funding could
come from."

September

Prof feuds off
big grizzly bear
Fending off a 250-pound
grizzly bear’s attack is not
what
Dr.
J.
Gordon
Edwards, ’SJSU professor of
entomology, had in mind for
a summer research project.
However, while Edwards
was "bushwacking" an
animal trail near Feather
Plume Falls in Glacier
National Park last month an
angry mother grizzly attacked him.
The potentially fatal attack was survived by the
experienced
outdoorsman
with only a set of puncture
wounds, matching the bear’s
teeth, on his left hand.
TROUBLE UNUSUAL
Working at the park as a
seasonal naturalist each
S11111’11111
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summer since 1947, Edwai ds
said he "was always aware
of the grizzlies’ presence but
never had any trouble with
them before.
"I was not expecting any
trouble," Edwards said,
-when it happened I was
practically out of the woods,
so I stopped making noise."
The trailblazer said his
usual practice was to make
noise with his equipment to
scare any black or grizzly
bears off before he encountered them.
At the time of the attack,
Edwards was conducting
research for an up-dated
edition of the Climbers Guide
to Glacier National Park for
the Sierra Club.
"I was so close to being out
of the woods," Edwards
said, "with 50 or 60 feet left
to go, when I heard a noise in
the menzesia bushes, But I
just kept walking.
"But when I heard the
sound of bear cubs going yip,
yip I expected a charge.
After the mother finally
appeared 1 wanted to climb a
treebut I didn’t.
"I just never thought one
would attack me," Edwards
continued. "I had to admit it
was real after she took five
or six bounds because by
then she was on me.

Eric Clapton
"Shot the Sheriff"
on the new
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Veterans benefits unsure

Dr. J. Edwards

Rapelling
exhibition
held today
The ROTC unit at SJSU
will conduct a rapelling
exercise, open to the public,
from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
today at the San Jose Fire
Department’s training
facility on Montgomery
Street.
Rapelling is a method of
descending steep cliffs or
walls using ropes and other
climbing apparatus.

Grant awarded
A grant covering the costs
of the first year of a four
year community mental
health program has been
awarded to SJSU.
The 6138,152 grant was
awarded by the National
Institute of Mental Health.

many
the
Among
students
of
thousands
returning this tall are a
number ot veterans who may
be in for a rude awakening
unexpected
some
and
hadrships.
According to Marilyn
Fleener, a public relations
official for the Offi,e of
Veterans Affairs, many
veterans are returning to
school under the false impression they are now entitled to an additional nine
months’ of veterans benefits.
A bill wnich would have
extended the eligibility
period from 36 to 45 months
was passed by the Senate.
House
However,
the
refused to pass the measure
and drafted its own version
of the bill but did not includi:
the nine-month extensg.n.

contained some new loan
provision.
"Somehow, not once, but
three times, the press
reported the bill had passed.
We now have -eterans
returning, thinking they
have an additional nine
months of benefits coming

large
SJSU’s three
performing choral groups
need new members, according to a Music Department spokesman. Interested
students should contact the
Music Department for information.
Prof. J. Benton White of
the
Religious
Studies
Department, and his wife,
have been named Danforth
Associates. They were
among 144 university faculty
members throughout the
United States to receive the
appointment.
40 SJSU students were
awarded
recently
scholarships totaling $10,150,
by the board of trustees of
State
the
California
University and Colleges. All
of- the students had a 3.50
(WA or higher.

when in fact they do not,"
Fleener said.
ACTION NEEDED
The Senate is back in session
and the House will return
Sept. 11. Fleener said she
hopes swift action will be
taken on the measure but
admits the future of the bill

A New Perspective
Role of Revolutionary
Struggle of Women in America
taught by Bettina Aptheker
Tomon ow at 12:30 - S.U. Umunhum Room
Aptheker co-authored with
Angela Davis the book
"If They Come In The Morning"
World :.conomics in the ’70’s An Alternative Perspective
Taught by 3 Economics professors
fired last year for their
radical outlook .
David Landes, Gayle Southworth,
Andy Parnes
Thursdays, 12:30 - 2:30, S.U. Umunhum Rm

For more information call: 277-3201

students at least five years to
complete their education,
particularly it they are
working and going to
school," she added.
Fleener is urging all
veterans to write the
tt eir
President
and
Congressmen

oecame
Congress
deadlocked on the matter
and no actio..i was taken
before it recessed for Labor
Day.
Fleener said her office had
been receiving almost daily
assurances the bill, including the nine -month
extension, would be passed.
"In the hectic days
following President Ford’s
taking office, the political
climate in Congress seemed
to change," she said.
During this time President
Ford told a meeting of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars he
might veto any veterans
legislation that could prove
inflationary.
In addition to the
month extension, the
original bill would
increased benefits
disability payments

ninehave
and
and

Anything the complete student may want, the complete bookstore has.
Shop the Spartan Bookstore. 18 speedy check-out stands to serve you.

New

Used Books

Art Supplies

School Accessories

Open Deily From 7:15 AM
Saturday 12 to 4 PM

at the Student Health Center
will be open the second and
fourth Friday of each month
from 2-4 p.m. starting
Friday according to E.A.
Ambrose, health services
assistant.

Vadedroire

Students willing to spend
60 hours doing community
work can earn upper division
academic credit according
to Dave Pacheco, a Community of Communities
spokesman. He said further
information is available by
calling 292-3313.

(St tit Stzedurt Zeal«)

We’ve got a plan
to make your banking easier.
..re"
.."

The Immunization Clinic

AS. EXPERIMENTAL
COLLEGE

is "shakey."
-Some members of the
House feel the nine-month
extension will only be used
by veterans wishing to go to
graduate school and is
therefore not critical," she
said.
"These days it takes many

CONGRESS UNDEC!DED

Campus briefs
Positions are now open on
the six-member A.S personnel selection committee,
which
interviev,s
and
recommends appointees for
all other A.S. committees,
including Academic Council
committees

FALL LEAGUES
NOW FORMING

10,

TheCollege Plan

fr

4

-

What v,-e’ve got H it very
special package of services
designed specifically for college students. We call it the
College Plan, and here’s what
makes it so special:
The College Plan
Checking Account.
First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don’t
have to close it in June, reopen it in
the fall.
Personalized College Plan Checks
are included at a very low cost. Scenic or
other style checks for a little more.
BankAmericard." Next, if you’re a qualified student of
sophomore standing or higher, yob can also get
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Conservative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you
SANK Of AMISICA NTS S

MENSES FDIC

avoid bounced checks, by COVCTIlli
all your checks up to a prearranged limit
Educational Loans. Details on
Studypian’’ and Federally In
sured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
Offices.
Savings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holidays and vacations
Student Representatives. Finally. the College Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent gradu
ates themselves. our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what’s included, why
not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep. and get in our College Plan. It’ll make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do.

00, ,

BANK0FAMERICA

111
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Kimball leads attack

SJSU rips Santa Clara
By Joey Seatuipleo
Well, you can’t say Santa
Clara wasn’t given fair
warning.
The Broncos knew how
strong SJSU’s passing attack
was but they still weren’t
prepared for the 47-10
shellacking the Spartans
handed them Saturday night
at Spartan Stadium.
All week long, the Santa
Clara secondary worked on

Trying.
something
new
You’re always trying
something new. This year
you began ballet lessons.
And today, you finally
mastered that new
position You feel
wonderful.
Trying Tampax tampons

for the first time can be
a wonderful new
experience. too. They’re
worn internally so you
can always be your most
active. No one will know
you have your period,
even in a leotard, a bikini,
or a tennis skirt. They’re
easy to use. too. The
silken -smooth
container -applicator
makes insertion safe,
easy and comfortable.
And the exclusive Junior
absorbency-size is just
right for a beginner.
Try Tampax tampons
and every day of the
month can be a good day
to try something new.
flt.,.P 1.0400tIon TOM wtTonvsn nna

van
04

e 041
wave. dis

Imolut aftedwookorce. ra Lot

defensive strategy the
Broncos felt could stop the
SJSU super team of quarterback Craig Kimball and
wide receiver Ike McBee.
The time would have been
better spent painting goal
posts.
Kimball, the nation’s
seventh leading passer last
Year, picked the Bronco
defense apart at every opportunity, completing 17 of 28
passes for 247 yards and
three touchdowns.
His efforts earned him the
game’s most valuable offensive player award, an
honor bestowed upon him by
local sportscasters and
attending
sportswriters
Saturday night’s game.
Part of Kimball’s success
has to be attributed to
McBee, who grabbed six
passes for 88 yards. But his
very presence on the field
was just as big an asset.
Santa Clara knew McBee
was Kimball’s favorite
receiver. Kimball knew it
too, and that’s why the SJSU
signal -caller threw alot to his
receivers;
Dan
other
Prager, Mike Hopkins and
Gary Maddocks.
The
quick -thinking
Kimball used key passes to
McBee to set the Spartans up
in scoring position.
From that point, McBee
almost acted like a decoy
while
found
Kimball
Prager,
Hopkins
and
Maddocks in the endzone for
touchdowns.
Prager also took an eightyard pass from SJSU’s backRoger
up quarterback
Proffitt, who probably
could have beaten Santa
Clara without Kimball’s
help.
Proffitt, who came in the
game late in the third period
when head coach Darryl
Rogers pulled Kimball,
directed the Spartans to a
pair of final period touchdowns.
Despite all the passing,
SJSU still put together a
respectable ground attack,
totaling 186 yards, only 63 of
those in the first half.
With first string running
back Mary Stewart sidelined
with a knee injury, Kimball
played roulette with most of
his other running hacks;
including Steve Bruce, Bob
Ladouceur, Walt Robinson
and Bill Crumley.
Stewart is scheduled to
start in next week’s game
against Fresno State.
Ladouceur and defensive
end Gary Williams won’t be
as lucky. The 5-foot 10, 185pound Ladouceur separated
his shoulder moments after
sweeping around right end
for the first Spartan TD and
will be lost for at least eight
weeks.
Williams
broke
his
collarbone and will be out for
the season.
Bruce was the only other
Spartan to run an SJSU
touchdown into the endzone
but it was Robinson that put
on the biggest ground show.
Midway through
the
second period, the game
looked like it was being
played by two players:

the Spartans could run as
Kimball and Robinson.
Robinson had busted well as pass successfully.
Although most of the 18,250
through the SC line for 17
yards on four consecutive fans were cheering for the
carries, snagged a 12-yard pass-happy Spartan offense,
pass on the next play, then the defensive unit deserves
gained eight more yards on just as much credit for the
victory.
the following two plays.
Led by defensive end Dave
The drive stalled on the
Santa Clara 43 but it proved Wasick, the SJSU defense
that Kimball and the rest of ,held Santa Clara to a mere 77

y ands in the first half and 238
total yards. Most of the SC
yardage came in the second
half, when Rogers cleared
the bench to give everyone a
chance to play.
Wasick, picked as the
most valuable defensive
player, finished the evening
with seven tackles and seven
assists.

By Mike Lefkow
Scoring two goalS within
six minutes late in the
second half, the SJSU
soccer team upped its 1974
record to 2-0 by beating the
Portuguese Athletic Club, 30, Sunday afternoon at
Spartan Stadium.
The teams played an
almost even first half with
the Portuguese club holding
a
slight
advantage.
However, the Spartans
scored the only goal on a
penalty kick by Ken Davis in
the 35th minute after forward Joe Salerno was
tripped by a Portuguese
defender.
San Jose was rather lucky
to survive the first half with
their shutout intact as SJSU
goalie Gary St. Clair was
superb. The All -America
candidate stopped four
straight
corner
shots,
tripping one over the top of
the net just in time.
The Spartans dominated
the second half of play,
outshooting the Portuguese
17-4, but failed to score until
the 80th minute when Aldo
Quesada took a pass from
Tony Rosa for a 2-0 lead.
Six minutes later Joe
Garroto took a pass from
Jim Fox and sscored to put
the game away.
San Jose had many opportunities to score in the
second half but lack of team

work and some careless
shots on goal prevented
earlier tallies.
Center John Smillie was
impressive
most
the
Spartan, entertaining the
crowd of about 200 with some
dazzling footwork. The 20year-old junior transferred

Penni Gladstone

SJSU running back Bob Ladouceur turns up field

Rogers impressed
with lopsided win
By Steve Lopez
"I’m definitely surprised
the score got as big as it
did," Spartan head coach
elated
Darryl
Rogers
Saturday night after his
teams’s 47-10 manhandling
of the archrival Santa Clara
Uni wersity Broncos.
"But I thought they (Santa
Clara) were improved over
last year. They played well,
hit well and were well
coached," Rogers added,
leaving one to wonder what
might have -happened had
the Broncos not been so well
prepared.
The SJSU performance
was impressive, indeed. The
Spartans dominated from
the opening kickoff and
blasted their way to a
commanding 23-3 halftime
lead, from which point the
game was of interest only to
sadists.
With the running game
sputtering a bit in the first
half, senior quarterback
Craig Kimball took to the air
and connected on 11 of 18
aerials for 150 yeads.
"We were using play action passes and the line
played well," Kimball said

in explanation of the successful passing game.
Rogers, too, was impressed with the play of the
line.
line
offensive
"The
coaches deserve credit,"
Rogers said in reference to
coaches Dick Sullivan and
Dale Knott.
The Spartans’ defensive
play wasn’t too shabby,
either. Discounting two
SJSU fumbles recovered by
the Broncos in Spartan
territory, Santa Clara’s
deepest penetration in the
first three quarters of play
was to the San Jose 47.
Kimball expressed the
team’s satisfaction in the
lopsided win of the grudge

match.
"Santa Clara was doing a
lot of talking before the
game. We didn’t say much
but we knew we were good
and we proved it in the end,"
the senior signal -caller
commented.

Roberta Flack
"Feels Like Makin Lore"
on the new

KEZR
Stereo
106.5 f in

Monday tiirti Friday
Sept. 9-20
10:30
1:30
2:30

Start on first floor, Central Wing
it the Main Entrance

Dental Admission Test
Review Course
and
Preparation for UCSF Performance Test

offered for
Fall examination
Sunday Sept. 22 at Berkeley

CALL Teill

REVIEW COURSE

The SJSU varsity rifle club
will meet Monday, Sept. 16 at
4 p.m. to organize this fall’s
schedule. Meetings are held
at the McQuarrie Rifle
Range, located in the
basement of McQuarrie
Flail. Those interested in the
rifle club can contact
Sergeant Lovejoy, on the
third floor of the Army
ROTC department.

Sat. Sept. 7, 9 AM
U.C. Student Union
Classroom instruction in all sections of ts/1 C.A T.
Extensive Testing Practice. Teaching Staff
includes Science Ph.D’s.

NATIONAL
M.C.A.T. REVIEW COURSE
P.O. Box 6129 San Rafael CA. 94903
(415) 841-8635

THE NAME SATISFACTION
MADE FAMOUS
40 South First
San Jose
279-1681

CAMERA

SAVE ON
BACK TO SCHOOL
LOW PRICES
-NAME BRANDSCOMPLETE DARKROOM
AND CHEMICAL
SUPPLIES
-FROM AMATEUR
TO PROFESSIONAL special FILM prices
CAMERAS

SPECIALS
WI TH THIS COUPON

FREE STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD
NAME
ADDRESS
SCHOOL

ACCESSORIES
WE HAVE
FULL INVENTORY

CAMERA OWNED
SIGNATURE

171 So. Third St.,1
SAN JOSE
1

PACKAGE OF

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR"

VERICROME

GET YOUR GOODS
AT THE DARKROOM

Glossy Paper

Ist " Cl,,.

25 SHEETS

PANCHROMATIC

120

GOOD PRODUCTS
GOOD SERVICE
GOOD PRICES

0

8 x 10

,

TOMORROW
WED NIGHT SEPT 11 MORRIS DAILEY
AUD TWO SHOWS 7 a 11 PM
50 50‘ 30’ 506

REG.

’4.10

NOR O.I.

ROLL

NEGATIVE
WALLETS

$3.25

STORE HOURS
DAILY
10 a.m. 6 p.m.
FRIDAY
10 a.m.-8 p.m.
SAT.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY

B&W
FILM

59c

OUR STORE IS JUST
A GOOD PLACE TO
DO BUSINESS

I/D.01U V ( ARI

LW LYN Y’VUTA,F I IIIMAA. MARV DVAAAVA
Meiren Orem ... %Irmo, Innis,
on. TT,H. ’km hriv Suprrwe
Tom
AMR., I. PA *Mew ,...
1. Owe
AWN PRIM
T.H. 1.4 ml
NORMAN iiWI,
NIRMA% *AMON
RT STK-ACRE

(ACROSS FROM SJSU CAMPUS)

289-8536
KODAK
POLY
CONTRAST F

A AA IRNIAA.

erT841-8635
INFO
11

RED IN BERKELEY, DAVIS, & LA.

And now the thovie...

Sitr.H.1

The Spartans next game is
Thursday, when they host
the San Francisco Greek
Americans at Spartan
Stadium at 8 p.m.

Tour of the SJSU library

rifle club

Although the Spartans
displayed a strong running
game in the second half 1149
yards) to round out a wellbalanced attack, the team
also showed it can make
mistakes, too.
The Spartans fumbled four
times --lost all four --and
drew II penalty flags which
sent them 94 yards in the
wrong direction.

to SJSU from De Anza
College, where he led his
team in goals last year

FREE

Shooters
to organize

"...perhaps the most remarkable film to emerge since
Cecil B. DeMille founded Hollywood."- V E RNON SCOTT, UP/

nue.r..11P

1

Spartans down Portuguese 1

3 5MM

OR 120

9c ea.
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Moby Grape still unchanged

Renaissance days
too commercial

Moby Grape sang "I feel a
change comm n’ on" to a
young, sedated crowd in the
SU Ballroom Friday night.
Actually, the band has
made little changes since
their "heyday" in the late
60’s as a top underground
band.

As the Renaissance Faire,
grows another year older,
the prices steep a little
higher and the crowds grow
proportionately thicker.
Tens of thousands attended Sunday’s faire,
.ocated in the Oak Forest at
!flack Point, just north of
San Rafael,
The constant toe-stepping.n’s, "excuse me’s" and
short tempers that accompany large crowds and
warm weather, faithfully
haracterized
Sunday’s
Faire, now an eight year

tradition in Mann county.
The faire, as in years past,
offers a wide array of events
and culinary repast from the
days of Queen Elizabeth.
This year’s production
tended of the preceeding
years to be a little more
commercial than the last
years.
Though all of the crafts
shoppes and assortment of
and
actor,
jugglers,
magicians still manage to
show great amounts of
creativity, the faire-grrer is
less able to he an active
participant. And that’s what
the faire is supposed to be all
about.
While in year’s past a faire
goer might have been able to
join in with a bunch of
bawdies in a spontaneous
tug-og-war or a game of
The drawings of Nancy J. leap-frog, that is the ex1.awton, 1971 SJSU art ception now.
What is not an exception is
graduate, are currently on
display in the S.U. Art the king’s ransom which now
must be paid for every item
(;allery.
Lawton said that the pencil of handcrafted art, sculpand color sketches are ture, jewelry or candle work.
presentations of her thought, The same holds true for the
and myriad of food stalls where
observations
every feast from a leg of beef
discoveries.
The exhibit which runs to a falafel is profered.
The crowds grow larger
until sept. 25, also includes
Gail Skoff’s hand -colored and the hize and number of
photographs. "I use the shops in this "authentic"
an
of
camera to bring my dreams reproduction
and fantasies to life," Skoff Elizabethan Faire has sadly
followed suit and become an
said.
Elizabethan
Photographs by Will Oda authentic
and modern sculptures by replica of Eastridge.
The food, is exhorbitantly
Gordon Bennett are also
priced but delicious. T
featured in the show.

Area artists
exhibit work

k

GET YOURS NOWI
RENT FURNITURE

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
MONTH TO MONTH RENTAL
LOW RENTAL RATES
FAST DELIVERY
WIDE SELECTION
PURCHASE OPTION

San Mateo
San Francisco
San Jose

GrariTieefol
(415) 349-5212
(415) 673-6700
(408) 249-2410

gittat
uxiks
fvt /Iood plahrma

Added members
Craviatto,
Johnny
drummer and Jeff "Buck"
Blackburn have been added
to the band’s original
nucleus of guitarists Peter
I.ewis, Jerry Miller and
bassman Bob Mosley.

Louisa and Matt sing a love song

’Fantastics’ open
drama season

vierio‘q
"A film not to be missed."
SHOW MAGAZINE

Sacco & Nanzetti

7:30 & 10:00 P.M.
.75c Donation
;Student Union Ballroom
A Benefit for the
WE WANT A SAY IN OUR
1EDUCA1ION COMMITTEE

0

TOMORROW
WED. NIGHT SEPT11 MORRIS DAILEY
AUD. TWO SHOWS 7 8. 11 PM
SO’ 50’ 50’ 50c

fine art material/
drafting supplier
commercial art supplier

CROWNLITE 2

10% OFF
ON ALL
ART SUPPLIES

The Lamp That Has It All
VERSATILE FLEXIBLE ARM MOVEMENT
4 WAY BRACKET FOR MULTIPLE MOUNTING
DURABLE ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION
CONTEMPORARY STYLING
Wert:
YELLOW
RED
SLUE
POLAR
WHITE
BLACK

*PADS
RAPIDOGRAPH SETS
*CASTEL PRODUCTS
*ANYTHING YOU NEED
THRU OCTOBER 31, 1974

A7D

son pie pgiook

$16.95

$21.95) VALLEY FAIR snn JOSE
248.4171
A. Clamps to headboards or other vertical surfaces
B. Mounts permanently to walls or other vertical our
365 snn nmonio RD.
faces
C. Clamps to desks or other horizontal surfaces
MT. VIEW
D. Mounts permanently to work benches or other
941.3600
horizontal surfaces.
(reg.

VIVOZ1V3069161C

CLASSIF1

IY0 Uti
24

California’s Oldest Camera Shop
4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
99 N REDWOOD AVE SAN JOSE
479 UNIVERSITY AVE PALO ALTO

Engineers:
Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
10

W0%11115 SARI A%la /GO% VMPisik 1111MA% ISMOil DENNS.
Men, Bragg
Num.. loin..
lbws tom Summar
Tim RAT
AM re. Lem] Vetter ...... 1 on Ras
........ Andre flmin
rum O. AkI
NORMAN if WISON
NORMA% W
ROM RT ST ICPADOD

a7LJ

If you think you have the ability and desire to
master nuclear engineering, the Navy’s Nuclear
Propulsion Program has openings for about
200 outstanding college graduates. There’s a
Navy Recruiting Officer ready to give you all the
details On how you Can become someone special
in the new Navy.

hood o
you
ride or have a car, call 2779929

Lt. Stanley Smith will be at the Aero.
Campus Sept. 16-20, from 9:00 a.m.
to 3:00 p.m., to answer any
questions about the Nuclear Navy.

ISO Honda CL, must sell Only 11003
rnileS 5750 or best offer Contact
Bernie at 374 2440 mil 130 (work) or
1091 Roewill Or S J
Mobile Home. 0.35 1 bdrm evc cond
Set up .n shady adult park w lawns &
trees $2500 cash Phone 7924750

Part time or Full Time
station attendant, close to
Morning or afternoon. Mon
Fr. 52 00 per hour Phone
695 W San Carlos

Chevron
campus
through
2930700

Part Tnne
Drive Warehouseman
Steady 5 hrs daily Hours flesihie
mornings or afternoons 52 50
Cold storage Meet CO 796 4900

SERVICES
HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Reincarnation begins a new lecture
series by the Nirvana Foundation
every Tuts eve from 8 to 10 0 m
Congregational Church, 00 West
Campbell Ave 379 5s,

Ostawastter

and Counter Person tor
luncheon restut ant Cell "Our
Place." 990 3259

Writing and Research assistance
Typinu and editing Call 226 0.010
gabysining in my horn. close to
CamPuS Full time or part time Cali
792 1895

Interview
Survey, $3 00 hr
housew.ves door to 000r, diStrd3Ute
advertising on low cost foods, and
make appointments for our salts
people Sales background required
and must like meeting people Mr
See 2140 4900

days

days

f ive
days

liners

91.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

.35

I BedrOOM House On S 11th Street $210
010 NI I yr lease Call 793 7464

(count approx. 37

baud cfdlt

4 limn

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

2,50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35
Print

.50

901.109 Gentleman W C
and voice detect c looking for a
listing relationship with an Jr,
72011
Call
derstanding female
after 5 12

.50

Name

_PnOne

nclosed Is S

Check a Classification
( ) Help Wanted
(
HOusIng
( )1 ost and F (11111Ci

letters and spaces for each line)

Address

Minimum Three lines One I/ay

) Announcements
) AutOrnotive
) For Sale

00,00 upstairs rrn in private home
near SJSU for straight serious male
student No drinking 297 6079

lonal day

5 Imes

.50

Furnished Rooms for Rent Female
Only Ey blocks from campus All
util Do Washer & dryer facilities,
new turn , refrig in ea rm , plus
parking Must see to appreciate /141
So am St S.ngle Sin $60 00, Double
Rim
55500 Phone 797 4057 Mrs
Rodger

Print Your Ad Here:

1 hree f

days

.50

12 South Filth
Lam!.) bedroom apt
W to W rugs. Some furniture too.
5I60 too Phone 2099944 or 792 1149

PERSONALS
MOUSING

Classified Rates
Two
day

Each addltlOnal line
Add
.50

Female to share large 3 bedrOon,
house near campus with one other
gm! Phone after 5 207 1656

Sales

Students In?m competitive
badminton,
tournaments,
or
possible club. contact Roger Hedge,
425 South lit’, St
293 0390 for in
fOrmallOn

3

ezrAllt" 4.27.;

FOR SALE

TRANSPORTATION

corp... to mho, Tooth it

TONIGHT Tues. Sept.

4111.SI5, 11 %1St PI, I

**JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR"

KEZR

Honda ’70 Scrambler, trail hway
5425 or offer cash or Fr,?
Credit Card Phone or see eves 797
4723

BARNETT DREW
GANNETT NEWS SERVICE

Brass added
A horn section was added
to the band and proved a
good test for the new
acoustic system in the
Ballroom. Much improved
over the "old" sound, the
system would probably
reach its full potential with
smaller acoustic bands.

Stereo 106.5 fm

"West World" -75 cents - and
"The New Centurions."
Also on hand will be "The
Mack," "Charley Varrick,"
"Zeppelin," "Twins of
Evil," and "Hands of the
Ripper."
"Day of the Jackal," the
second
film
of
this
semester’s Friday Flicks
series, will be shown at 7 and
10 p.m. Friday, in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
"The Way We Were,"
slated for Dec. 13, will
conclude the series.

RAD t. WHITE
REVELOPING & PRINTING
MODACHROME MOVIES & SHOES

665 1st DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
1084 LINCOLN AVE. WILLOW GLEN

’A must for alll Extraordinary."

Cecil R. DeNI ille founded Hollywood.-- VERNON SCOTT. u,

John Denver
sings ’Annie’s Song"on
the new

By James Hadley
Despite the need for a cast of strong singers, the SJSU
Drama Department opened its 45th season Thursday with an
entertaining, humorous, and near flawless production of the
hit bff-Broadway musical "The Fantasticks" in the campus
Studio Theatre.
Act one, "In the Moonlight," finds a boy and girl who are
neighbors, in love as long as a fence separates them. They
mature in the second act, "In the Sunlight," realizing their
love wasn’t as ideal as they had thought.
The girl, I.uisa, was played by Robin Merriam. She’s as
pretty as a doll but, at times, comes off as too phoney and
melodramatic. Her singing leaves much to be desired but
perhaps it did fit the role of a young girl.
Rendering several solos, John Walcutt portrayed the boy,
Matt, superbly. Walcutt’s boyish looks made him a perfect
choice for the role.
The fathers, played by Al Blair and Perry A. Sites, sang
several humorous numbers beautifully in the tradition of
Broadway stars. Their portrayals were also excellent.
Although James Harville, who played El Gallo, has a
decent voice his singing and interpretation of lyrics by Tom
Jones (music by Harvey Schmidt) did nothing for the play.
Robin Reeds as Hen -y, an aged actor, brought storms of
laughter from the audience. In an almost perfect make-up
job Reeds was the highlight of the evening, although he was
cast as a minor character.
Mary Lisa Sites as a mute and Mark Freeman as Mortimer were excellent.
Revised from the Summer Repretory Theatre Festival
held this summer, "The Fantasticks" is directed by Gayle
Cornelison, SJSU assistant professor of drama.
"The Fantasticks" is running off-Broadway and has
grossed $46 million during the last 15 years.
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Top-rated films including
"Jesus Christ Superstar"
and "The Way We Were" are
set for this semester’s
Friday Flicks.
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Omega, the Friday evening
movies are shown at 7 and 10
in SJSU’s Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Admission is 50
cents.
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’Billy Jack," "Bless the
Beasts and the Children,"
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the rear of the ballroom were
dancing and urged the rest of
the crowd to join their fun.
-Others" appeared content
just listening. An outsider
might have mistaken it for a

Moby Grape played a
mixture of old and new
material
with
"Hey,
Grandma" being recognized
Before the Sons entrance,
by their long-time fans.
However, they failed to stir the young crown seemed
polite and quiet. People to
the crowd into motion.

Superb Friday Flicks

4.

Sous stimulate
The Sons of Champlin
shared the bill with the
Grape and after a lengthy
intermission managed to
stimulate the crowd.
The Sons were at their best
and were led by Bill
Champlin on keyboards and
lead vocals.
The stage equipment was
well done.
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I SAN JOSE STATE UNIV. STUDENTS,
FACULTY & STAFF

1 BIG-411-TIRti SALES/WAREHOUSE
allows each member (without cost or obligation)
the opportunity to take advantage of this money
saving group program.
r
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Jan Jose Stbte
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SAVE YOUR
MONEY

MEMBER IDENTIFICATION CARD
Must be corned by Member.

BIG -J-TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSE
5827 Winfield Boulevard, San Jose, CA 95123
(Ph: (408) 578-0786 /

SHOW THIS MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE OR YOUR
STUDENT BODY CARD TO GAIN ADMITTANCE TO THE
BIG -J TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSE
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MOTOR HOME
GOLF CARTS
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WE REFUSE TO SACRIFICE QUALITY FOR PRICE

Size
A78-13
C78-13
D78-13
878.14
C78-14
E78-14
F78-14
078-14
H78-14
G78-15
H78.15
L78-15

Fiberglass Bias Belt
White Wall
30,000 Mile Guar.
F.E.T.
Group
Price

Full 4 Ply Polyester
White Wall
25,000 Mile Guar.
Group
F.E.T.
Price
$17.45
$19.29

1.78
1.99

$1869
519 79
$2049
$20.98
$21.95
$23.69
$22.49

1.97
2.07
2.24
2.41
2.55
2.77

$23.92
$25.96

$2655

570-14
F70-14
070-14
H70-14
070-15
H70-15
860-13
060-14
L60-14

2.16

2.63

$27.20
$28.40
$29.30
$31.20
$3015

2.33
250
267
292
2.74

2.82
3.13

$32.05
$33.65

297
3.19

Rim Group
Size Price
5"-7’ $29.80
6-7’ $30.70
654-8" $31.05
654-8" $34.70
654-8" $32.20
6/4-8" $35.20
6’.7" $30.35
7-85483345
8"9" $3835

Size

F60-15

6"8" $33.20
7-.9" $35.25
7"-10"$3942

G60-15
I-60-15

F.E.T.
2.51
2.63
282
3.09
287
3.11
2.21
3.18
366
298
3.76
396

Group
Price

F.E.T

Size

Group
Price

878.14
C78-14
E78-14
F78.14
078-14
H78-14
G7815
H713.15
.178.15
L78.15

$2695
$28.31
$29 30
$3085
$32 15
$34.70
$3355
$3590
$3850
$3896

2.05
2.17
2.33
2.50
2.67
2.92
274
2.97
3.13
3.19

BR70-13
DR70-13
ER70-14
FR70-14
GR70-14
HR7B-14
FR70-15
GR70-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LR78.15

$4340
$44.10
$4860
$52.30
$5690
$59.95
$5450
$5660
$5995
561 25
$61 25

Steel Belted Radials
Mfg. by Pirelli
50,000 Mile Guar.

B.F. Goodrich
T/A Lifesaver Rad.
40,000 Mile Guar.

F.E.T

2.28
2.38
2.79
3.04
3.18
3.47
307
3.22
3.42
3.44
360

Size

Group
Price

8R50-13
(3650-14
01*50-15
LR50-15
8R60-13
EFI60-13
FR60-14
01160-14
LR60-14
-4 FR60-15
GR60-15
HR60-15
LR60.15

F.E.T.

$53.25
222
566 20
3.12
3.18
$6625
$7310
3.65
$49.85
2.30
$53.40
2.59
$58.95
306
$6260
3.30
$6975
3.30
$60.95
3.19
$6295
3.34
$66 10 7./TE
$69.75
3.56*

Size

Group
Price

145SR13
155SR13
165SR13
17551113
1555R14
165SR14
17551114
1855R14
1555R15
16551115

F.E.T.

$2999
$31.92
$3392
$3699
$35.96
$36.96
$4097
$42.98
$3496
$313.95

Tubeless
Group

Ply

F.E.T.

700-13
70044
670-16
70045
600-16
650-16
75014
7.17.5
8-17.5
830.16.5
875.16.6
960.16.5
10-16.6
12.16.5

6
6
6
6
6
6
8
a

$23.75
$25.25
$27.75
$2985

2.35
298
2.72
3.13

82950

295

8
8
8
B
10

$42.80
$46.70
$61.75
$52.75
$88 75

Ply

6
6

Tube Type
Group
F.E.T.

1.38
1.44
1.57
1.83
1.53
167
1.98
2.19
1.60
1.75

$25.35
$29.40
$25.30
877.4u
836 05

348
4.03
4.58
4.61
5.74

2.35
2.77
2.27
252
412
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13
14
14
15
15
15

x
x
x
x
x
x

6
7
8
7
8
10

Group Price
$29 90
$30 99
$33 93
535-99
$39 99
$54.99

Size
AR78-13
BR78-13
81178-14
AR 78-15
BR78-15

Replaces
Group
F E.T
155-13
$27.98 2.04
529.97 2.03
165-13
165-14
$31.96 2.10
155.15
$29.76 2.10
165-15
$33.90 2.19
4-Ply for Compact
30,000 Milo Guar.
F.E.T
Price
Size.
1.52
000-12
$15.40
520-13
1.40
$15.40
560-13
1.53
$15.40
*80
600-13
$15.95
1.78
560-15
$15.40
1.84
$16.40
600-15
1.99
600-154.
$17.40
$1.00 entre for white wells.
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purchaser will receive
NO TIME LIMIT WEAR GUARANTEE - BIG -J guarantees the
the current
full mileage paid for or be given pro -rata credit on a new tire, based on
EXAMPLE:
group price (Plus F.E.T.) and Local Tax pro -rated on the basis of mileage.
at 15,000 miles,
If a $20.00 tire with a 30,000 mile guarantee wears smooth
you get a new tire for $10.00 plus F.F T. and Local Tax,

,
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You can also
list price on
manufactured
GOODYEAR
sale prices on
wheels
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B1G-J-TIPE SALES/WAREHOUSE
(PH.578 0786)
5827 WINFIELD BLVD., SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
BECAUSE OF FLUCTUATION
IN MANUFACTURERS’ COSTS
OUR PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

JUICE BOX FOR HIGH
PERFORMANCE
$8.95
22F -24-24F
MARINE COMPLETE WITH
HANDLE
M84
$35.74
24 M74
$33.24
M60
$31 08
WEATHER MASTER
48 Month Guarantee.
22F 24-24F
$23.90
27 27F
$26.90
I 36
1,18.83
19-L 3 rio
$19.83
72-74

MICHELIN TIRES AVAILABLE1
AT GROUP PRICES.
ON SPECIAL ORDER

PLEASE CALL ON

The first Group Purchase Program ever offered
on B.F. GOODRICH TIRES the nations most ex
and Willard EXIDE
perlefICed radial tire builder
Batteries, the world’s largest manufacturer. Both
B F GOODRICH and EXIDE carry a world wide
written guarantee.

CAPITOL EXPRESSWAY
5

WORLD WIDE LIFE TIME
GUARANTEE
Size
Group Price
22F -24-24F
$33.95
27-27F
$36.95

BIG J TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSE (PH 578-0786)
5827 WINFIELD BLVD., SAN JOSE, CA

WORKMANSHIP AND MATERIAL - If any tire sold by BIG -J fails due to defects in
workmanship and material during the first 25% of tread wear it will be replaced free of
wear,
charge. Failures beyond 257 of tread wear will be replaced on the basis of tread
pro -rated on the current group price. (Plus, F.E.T.) and Local ’I’ax.
the
ROAD HAZARD Any failure that occurs due to road hazards, will be replaced on
Local
basis of tread wear, pro -rated on the current gioup price. (Plus F.E.T.) and
Tax.

MADE BY ONE OF THE WORLDS LARGEST
SHOCK ABSORBER MANUFACTURERS,
DE LUXE ’24" Exceeds original equipment
quality 24,000 mile or 24 monthguarantee
$3.85 each 4 for $15 00
HEAVY DUTY "48" Litettme guarantee as
long as you own your car
$6 40 each 4 for $23.00
COIL SPRING ASSISTED LEVELING UNIT
For Overloads Front and Rear t "diem guar
ante.
$12 75 each
AIR ADJUSTABLE The extra lift needed for
station wagons. CdTp,S, light trucks, lowing
’reliefs Lifetime guarantee, Hose kit included.
$38.95
Normal passenger service, original owner only.
Most popular sites in stock

INTEINTATE 280

MAG WHa LS
I Size

SHOCK ABSORBERS
Your first line ot defense
wain" loss of contr,.!

COMPACT CARS
Premium Fabric Radials
45,000 Miles Guar.

--7--.ICKL777,07!,777111-Ararri. HIGHWAY
Size

IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT BATTERY
GUARANTEE
If original battery purchaser rinds Immo,
defective and battery will not hold a charge
Ill Free renlacement within 90 day, days al
purchase 48 and 36 month battery)
121 After 90 days. BIG.J will replace the bar
tery, charging a pro -rata amount based on th.
current original purchase price and the ournbe,
of months used 148 and 36 month battery)
131 Free replacement of lifetime battery, unlimited in time
141 Guarantee applies only to non-commercial
Passenger cars. is non -transferable, and applies
only so long as original purchaser owns speed ii
auto Guar an tee card must be presented et time
of replacement and exclusions are fire, freezing
abuse or neglect. use of battery of a group small
et than original equipment flattery

F.E.T.
Group
F.E.T.
Group
Size
Price
Price
$3433
2.26
BR 70-13
BR78-13
$37.96
2.28
ER78-14
$3815
2.58
ER 70-14
$41.98
2.79
3.04
2.81
FR70-14
FR78-14
$4. 96
$39.02
2.95
GA 70-14
$’5.86
3.19
0R78-14
$3990
HR70-14
3.47
HR78 14
S47.98
$45.80
3.15
3.05
GR78 15
$41.35
OR 70-15
3.22
$46.86
HR78 15
$45.98
3.26
HR 70-15
$47.94
3.42
3.44
JR78 15
$4725
JR70-15
362
14996
$47.55
360
LR78-115
3.86
LR70-15
$5198
OTHER LOCATIONS
TAMPA. FLORIDA AREA 4477 122nd Avenue North (Ph. 813-522-6871)
HOUSTON. TEXAS 5710 ’Single tilt. 713-462-07301
AUBURN, WASHINGTON, 3401 C. Street NE IPt. 2061354-2430

VEITH

F Goodrich
Lifesaver Steel Radial
40,000 Mile Guar

Size

45.000 Mile Guar.

Size

B F Good rich
B.F Goodrich
Silvertown Fiberglass

Fiberglass Belted

Steel Belt Radials
50,000 Mile Guar.

Fiberglass Belt RWL
60-70 Series

AND OTHERS
ON SPECIAL
ORDER

USE YOUR
CREDIT UNION
OP IASI, PAY
alarotr MIMS
CAN III AIIIIANGIO

CASH AND CARRY PRICES

cc)

FINANCING AVAILABLE

MOUNTING. BALANCING AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
(No Trade In Required)

save up 10 50% or more off Factory
new premium and first line Tires
by a Division of B.F. GOODRICH
FIRESTONE PIRELLI plus wholeshock absorbers, batteries, and Nag

BIG J makes factory direct railcar purchases, operates
low overhead Warehouse locations, and passes the
savings on to you
This advertisement contains your FREE
temporary Membership and should be presented at the BIG -J -TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSE’s
’Almaden location, 5827 Winfield Blvd., San
Jose (Ph. 578-0786), for your permanent
card.
BIG J suggests you shop around to compare price,
quality and guarantee
............................................................

